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module 1:
welcome

1. Why do you want to serve on 
a nonprofit board?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. What is a nonprofit? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. How is a nonprofit different 
from a for-profit business?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Write the Three Duties in your own words:

Duty of Care 
 
 
 
 

Duty of Loyalty 
 
 
 
 

Duty of Obedience 
 
 
 
 

5. How would you answer our Three Questions before joining a board?
Do I feel a strong connection with 
the mission and purpose?

 φ Yes ❏  No

Explain: 
 
 
 
 
 

Do I understand the job as that 
organization defines it?

 φ Yes ❏  No

Explain: 
 
 
 
 
 

Am I ready to contribute in mean-
ingful ways?

 φ Yes ❏  No

Explain: 
 
 
 
 
 

6. What have you done to get 
to know the organization?

 φ Volunteer

 φ Serve on a committee

 φ Attend a board meeting

 φ Get together with current board 
members

 φ Other:

Based on these experiences, describe the organization’s culture. 
Describe the job of a board member at that organization. 
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module 2:
build an 

effective board

Purpose
1. Determining your purpose

2. Purpose discovery
You are also welcome to use a separate piece of paper.

3. Our mission is:

 
 
 
 
 

because (purpose)
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module 2:
build an 

effective board

4. Name organizations working on projects 
related to your purpose. (Use your purpose 
discovery drawing to identify categories of 
organizations.)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Name or describe individuals who might care 
about your purpose. (Use your purpose dis-
covery to identify affiliations related to your 
purpose.)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. What would you see if you backed up and looked at the big picture?

Systems Trends/Patterns Opportunities

Challenges Connections Other
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Board Composition
1. Why does board diversity matter to you and 
your organization?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. What kind of diversity would it help for your 
board to consider?

 φ Knowledge/access  

 φ Skill

 φ Gender

 φ Age

 φ Ethnicity

 φ Approach

 φ Geographic area

 φ Other

Describe steps 
to integrate this 
kind of diversity in 
your board.

O
fficers &

 Leadership

O
ther C

om
m

ittee

NAMES

TERM ROLE AREAS OF EXPERTISE DEMOGRAPHIC FEATURE

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Either here or on a larger piece of paper (or on an Excel sheet), plan a board matrix that would 
guide more intentional conversations about board diversity.

module 2:
build an 

effective board
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module 2:
build an 

effective board

Culture
1. Words you would use to describe your board culture:

 
 
 

2. How is your board culture seen, heard, or experienced?

Stuff Behaviors & Actions Assumptions
What it is now…

What I would like it to be…

3. Culture Survey
Check “Yes” or “No” for each of these statements.

When problems arise, I am part of 
the solution.

❏  Yes  ❏  No

I consider all voices in board 
conversations.

❏  Yes  ❏  No

When my goals conflict with 
my organization’s approach, my 
actions are guided by the organi-
zation’s vision, mission, or strategy.

❏  Yes  ❏  No

I am generous with my networks 
when it is time for fundraising or 
board recruitment.

❏  Yes  ❏  No

I have a warm relationship with the 
leadership team.

❏  Yes  ❏  No

What is needed for you to say “Yes” to all of these 
statements? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adapted from Natalie A. Walrond, “Decolonize Your Board,”
Stanford Social Innovation Review, Summer 2021.
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module 3:
know the job

Responsibilities
1. Which of these aspects of a board should your board discuss further? Check all that apply.

 φ Board represents the community to the 
organization.

 φ Board represents the organization to the 
community.

 φ Govern and manage are two jobs.

 φ Experienced knowledge is important on your 
board.

 φ Chair works in partnership with Executive Director.

Describe how and when you will address the issues 
you checked. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Draw your organization as a triangle, with mission, 
internal capacity, and external support in the corners. 
Are you in balance? Which corner is bigger or smaller? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Take an issue in front of your board. Frame it in these three ways.

Fiduciary Strategic Generative
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module 3:
know the job

4. Job description

Position (This template can be used for the board job description or for specific leadership roles.)

Mission

Purpose of the board

Term / Time commitment

Qualifications

General responsibilities (for all board members)

Specific tasks (if appropriate, name specific expectations related to this individual)

Other 
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5. Flow chart
Name a task that you as a board member are being asked to do. Put an X on “Ability” where you fall with that 
task. On “Challenge,” put an X to show how challenging you think the job might be to board members gener-
ally. Explore where this puts various tasks in terms of “frustrating,” “flow,” or “boring.” What kind of jobs would 
put you in the flow channel?

Examples of tasks:

Discuss financial 
statements

Identify funding sources

Recruit new board 
members

6. How could your board highlight the individual strengths, contacts, and experiences of board 
members serving on your board?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

module 3:
know the job

Adapted from Mihaly 
Csikszentmihalyi, Flow 
(Harper Perennial Modern 
Classics, 1990).
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Finance
1. Statement of Financial Position (Balance Sheet)
Label the 3 sections. Circle key pieces of information to look for.  

module 3:
know the job
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2. Statement of Activities (Income Statement or Profit & Loss Statement)
Label the 3 sections. Circle key pieces of information to look for.

3. Name three ways that you could involve more people in financial discussions.

 
 
 

module 3:
know the job
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1. Write the main idea for each of these duties:

Duty of Care 
 
 
 
 

Duty of Loyalty 
 
 
 
 

Duty of Obedience 
 
 
 
 

Law

Circle the duty that you think should be discussed at 
an upcoming board meeting. 

Describe how and when you will add this to a future 
meeting agenda.

2. Write down key ideas to remember related to nonprofit law.

State

Federal

Employment

Intellectual 
Property

3. Recordkeeping
Check the key documents you have access to and the last date these documents were updated.

State Records Date Last Updated Governing Documents Date Last Updated
 φ Certificate of 
Incorporation

 φ Annual records

 φ Articles of Incorporation

 φ Bylaws

Federal Documents Date Last Updated Organizational Information Date Last Updated
 φ Form 1023

 φ IRS Form 990

 φ Other filings

 φ Board members

 φ Insurance policies

 φ Meeting minutes

 φ Contracts/leases

 φ Contributors

 φ Current members 
(if relevant)

 
 
 

module 3:
know the job
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module 4:
work well 

together

Gathering
1. Name a gathering that you have attended that 
elicited positive feelings in you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What made it positive? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Name a gathering that you have attended that 
elicited negative feelings in you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What made it negative? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What lessons can you draw from these experiences? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Assess your board meetings:

We balance past, present, and future. ❏  Yes  ❏  No  ❏  Not Sure
We balance fiduciary, strategic, and generative discussions. ❏  Yes  ❏  No  ❏  Not Sure
We use consent agendas to focus conversations. ❏  Yes  ❏  No  ❏  Not Sure
We include reflection time during our meetings. ❏  Yes  ❏  No  ❏  Not Sure
We include learning time during our meetings. ❏  Yes  ❏  No  ❏  Not Sure
We include social time during our meetings. ❏  Yes  ❏  No  ❏  Not Sure

Circle one of these that you would like to address. 

What will you do to strengthen this part of your meetings? 
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Put a number in the circles above to rank 
each activity:

3= High brain power needed

2= Medium brain power

1= Little to no brain power

Then make sure your “3” activities come first.

module 4:
work well 

together

4. Meeting Agenda

Mission

What progress will be made at this meeting:

Another way to think about this…what will you:
Discuss
Topic introduced for the first 
time, or re-introduced for future 
deliberation

Deliberate
Topic for which data or information 
has been provided with enough 
time to read and think about it

Decide
Topic ready for a decision or vote

Consent Agenda (topics for a singular vote)

Topic 1 ____________________  Facilitator ____________________

Topic 2 ____________________  Facilitator ____________________

Topic 3 ____________________  Facilitator ____________________

Closure (Review progress, assign tasks, celebrate achievements)

Meeting checklist:
 φ Social time for connection

 φ Food/drink for connection and sustenance

 φ Small group/pair conversation to engage more 
voices
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module 4:
work well 

together

Communication
1. Executive Director report (sample)

Metrics 
Dashboard Information

Programs Financial Board
Balance (month)
Balance
Balance
Cash @ bank

Key Decisions/Discussions 
To be made by board or for input.

List the main topics you want the board to consider 
at this meeting and ensure on the agenda. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Top of Mind 
Areas of focus or concern for Executive Director.

List whatever business issue(s) are keeping you up at 
night OR most exercising your mind. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Big Wins/Learning

List a few big wins or key learnings achieved this quarter.  
E.g., a major new channel partnership. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Executive Director Summary

Add a sentence to summarize position and direct attention of board to what you see as most important. A 
bullet list is fine. 
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module 4:
work well 

together

2. Dashboard

Indicator Goal 6 months ago 3 months ago This month

Committees
Inward-Facing Committees 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Outward-Facing Committees 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How can you use committees to expand the capacity of your board? 
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module 4:
work well 

together

Fundraising
1. Development cycle: 
Name activities you currently do (or could do) that fit into these three categories.

Cultivation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Solicitation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stewardship 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Who is good at (or prefers) these activities on your board?

Cultivation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Solicitation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stewardship 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. How could your organization 
raise money without spending 
any money?
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your next steps

Action Plan
Pause. Think about your experience through this course. What topics stand out to you as important to move 
forward with your board? What is your plan to move them forward?

Topic What needs to happen
Who needs 

to be involved
When you will 

move it forward

Note: Limit your action plan to five actions at this point. Doing too much at once may overwhelm your board. 
Experience success with these before adding any more.

Tools and Ideas for Next Steps
Board members have told us that the following ideas or tools have been the most helpful in addressing typical 
board challenges. Check any that would help your board. In the box, write down your plan to move it forward. 

 φ Chair role

 φ Committees

 φ Communication tools

 φ Culture

 φ Deepening understanding/com-
mitment to diversity and equity

 φ Flow (skill/task alignment)

 φ Fundraising definition

 φ Intentional recruitment

 φ Job description

 φ Matrix in recruitment

 φ Meeting agenda

 φ Purpose mapping

 φ Social time

 φ Training

 φ Trust building– investment in 
relationships

Plan to move this forward. 
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checklist

Build an Effective Board

 φ Do board members have a clear sense of the orga-
nization’s purpose?

 φ Do you have a clear mission statement that guides 
your leadership?

 φ Are board members recruited through a transpar-
ent, intentional process?

 φ Do board members represent the full diversity of 
demographics, approach, and experiences related 
to your mission and its implementation?

 φ Does the organization have a strategic plan (or 
other organizational work plan) that board mem-
bers AND staff members shaped together?

 φ Is a regular needs assessment of the community 
performed with written documentation?

 φ Is a regular scan of the “big picture” in which your 
organization works part of your work?

Know the Job

 φ Are there written expectations and responsibilities 
for board members?

 φ Are there systems to engage the individual per-
spectives and experiences of board members?

 φ Do board members build together an effective 
culture?

 φ Have board members read the Articles of Incorpo-
ration and bylaws?

 φ Do you have a conflict-of-interest policy signed by 
board members?

 φ Does the organization have sound HR policies and 
systems?

 φ Are there written job descriptions?

 φ Does the staff hold regular meetings?

 φ Do staff & volunteers receive orientation at 
the start of their employment?

 φ Do staff & volunteers receive regular profes-
sional development?

 φ Are staff & volunteers evaluated?

 φ Is there a succession plan in place for orga-
nizational or program leaders?

 φ Do you track how many people volunteer 
during a one-year period?

 φ Does the organization have sound financial man-
agement policies and systems?

 φ Does the organization have an annual bud-
get that is reviewed regularly?

 φ Does the organization reconcile accounts on 
a monthly basis?

 φ Does a qualified bookkeeper manage the 
organization’s money day to day?

 φ Do you follow separation of duties policies 
to separate out tasks related to money?

 φ Does the board track high level metrics, 
such as cash reserves, operating surplus, 
and core operating support?

 φ Does someone with accounting experience 
serve as the organization’s treasurer?

 φ Does the executive director review expendi-
tures on a monthly basis?

 φ Does the organization have a clear system 
for managing cash?

 φ Is the accounting function computerized?

 φ Does the organization have compliance and risk 
systems in place?

 φ Do you maintain minutes of all board 
meetings?

 φ Do you maintain all required STATE filings?

The Powerhouse BoardTM Checklist
Boards have a lot of balls in the air when it comes to the governance of a nonprofit organization. Use this 
checklist to familiarize yourself with the categories of work involved. The exact balance of tasks depends on 
your organization and how much staffing you have. 
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checklist

 φ Do you maintain all required LOCAL filings?

 φ Do you file your FEDERAL IRS Form 990 on 
an annual basis?

 φ Do you maintain enough insurance to pro-
tect the organization’s assets?

 φ Do you maintain employment records?

 φ Do you pay all necessary employment 
taxes?

 φ Do you safeguard technology through back-
ing up systems and virus control?

 φ Do you maintain a central listing of organi-
zation passwords?

 φ Do you track donations and grants to 
ensure proper handling of funds?

 φ Are all formal partnerships clearly outlined 
in signed agreements?

 φ Are you protected against patent/copyright 
infringement?

 φ Is all documentation related to property up 
to date?

Work Well Together

 φ Does the board hold regularly schedule board 
meetings and/or committee meetings?

 φ Does the board hold a regular orientation for new 
members?

 φ Does the board use a dashboard to monitor data 
at a high level?

 φ Does the board use committees to provide the 
appropriate level of deep discussion and broad 
engagement? 

 φ Is there a communication plan that supports 
outreach?

 φ Does it include information for donors 
about impact and finances?

 φ Do you use social media to expand your 
community?

 φ Is there an evaluation plan that guides 
decision-making?

 φ Do you know how many people your orga-
nization serves?  

 φ Do you evaluate for the impact of programs 
in the short and long-term?

 φ Do you track indicators that would prove 
achievement of the organization’s mission?  

 φ Is evaluation a topic during regular staff/vol-
unteer meetings?

 φ Is information gathered through evaluation 
used in program design?

 φ Is there a fundraising plan that informs how funds 
are raised for your mission?

 φ Do you balance your involvement of board 
members in fundraising across cultivation, 
solicitation, and stewardship activities?

 φ Is your funding stable and from a diversity 
of sources?

 φ Do you have a donor services system that 
includes tracking actual and potential 
donors, tracking money received, thanking 
donors, and following up some time later 
with impact statements?

Circle the section above where you want your organization to focus in the next few months. 
In the space below, write down your plan for addressing it.  
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Powerhouse BoardTM Small Actions
Our goal is to support you as you lead as a “powerhouse board.” Here are small actions to consider.

Meetings
 φ Sit next to a different person than usual at a board 
or committee meeting. 

 φ Start with a “mission moment” to invite board 
members to remember the purpose. 

 φ Include one pair-share conversation (people talking 
in pairs).

 φ Start the meeting inviting people to describe what 
success looks like for that meeting.

 φ Pause during a meeting to acknowledge the emo-
tions in the room.

 φ At the end of a meeting, ask everyone in atten-
dance to share two words that come to mind based 
on that meeting. 

Finance
 φ Invite someone who is not the ED, board chair, or 
treasurer to lead the finance conversation.

 φ Name one thing you know about your organization 
based on a financial statement.

 φ Make it fun. Draw the budget or act out your State-
ment of Activities as a fairy tale. 

 φ Start a conversation in pairs identifying interesting 
things based on the financials sent out in advance. 

Fundraising
 φ Tell one friend about the organization.

 φ Write one thank you note.

 φ Attend an event run by a different organization. 

 φ Practice telling one story about the work of the 
organization. 

Purpose-centered leadership
 φ Go for a walk/have coffee with someone working 
with this nonprofit or a different nonprofit.

 φ Read one article/book about the cause in which 
you are working.

 φ Choose a specific date or time to start a new proj-
ect new). That might be the January board meeting 
or the first staff meeting after summer holidays. 

 φ Join one group. Become a member of at least one 
coalition or association to start building connec-
tions outside of your organization.

 φ Create an advocacy alert for one bill related to your 
issue or one email list for a legislator working on 
your issue. 

Board recruitment
 φ Add one characteristic to how you think about the 
diversity of your board in recruitment. 

 φ Start a conversation with a potential board mem-
ber asking about their interest/experience with 
your mission/cause. 

Culture
 φ Identify a board colleague you don’t know well and 
set up a 30-minute “get to know you” call.

 φ Name one connection you can make for the 
organization.

 φ Name one “thing” that would help connection 
(name tags, introductions, share a personal object, 
etc.)

 φ Express an appreciation for the ED, board chair, 
staff member, or anyone working hard.

 φ Name one thing you have learned from a staff 
member. 

 φ Put a copy of the mission in your wallet/bag to 
have it with you as you are in the community.

 φ After someone shares a challenge, ask “How can I 
help?”

checklist
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Additional Notes, Ideas, and Doodles



Nonprofit Learning Center 
nonprofitlearning.center

We do learning differently.

You want your nonprofit to thrive — to be strong and effective. You 
think, “there must be a better way,” but where do you start?

You need more than just information. You and your team members 
need to do things differently.

At the Nonprofit Learning Center, we deliver learning that works, 
learning that actually changes behavior. We craft our courses with just 
the right amount of information, organized and carefully designed so 
you can remember it and act on it.

Nonprofits keep our communities strong.  We make sure the people 
who run them have the knowledge and tools to succeed.


